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INTRODUCTION
Collective effects are very helpful diagnostic tool to study the properties
of nuclear matter which may undergo qualitative change when heated and compressed in ultrarelativistic heavy-nuclei collisions . While the evidence of directed
or elliptic flow is well established and not disputed , some collective particle
flows are deemed exotic and they are not widely accepted , mainly due to the
lack of persuasive experimental material . The example of such a doubtful multiparticle correlation is the so -called ring - like structure which could be supposedly
intercepted in the angular spectra of particles produced in high -energy nuclear
collisions. The appearance of ring-like structures can be explained by the two
competitive theories , though both of them involve the same physical mechanism.
The first one is the idea of Cherenkov gluons proposed in [1,2] as an intuitive
analogue of Cherenkov electromagnetic radiation . The second theory introduces
Mach shock waves appearing in the wake of supersonic particle when traversing
nuclear medium [3]. The both processes trigger the production of coherent waves
whose propagation is determined by the cone centered along the direction of
initial particle . The cone is described by angle 9 defined as:
cos 0 =

Cmedium

V

(1)

where v is a velocity of particle producing the waves and Cmedium is either the
speed of gluons or sound characteristic for the probed nuclear medium. Originally, both theories were developed to be applied to <<ordinary>> cold nuclear
matter, but with the advent of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion physics they obtained a
fresh boost and several theoretical and phenomenological works were published
trying to describe some pecularities in the SPS and mainly RHIC data in terms
of Cherenkov gluons [4-8] or Mach cones [9 - 12] propagating either through
the extremely heated nuclear matter or even through the deconfined partonic
medium. The energy deposited in Cherenkov gluons or Mach shock waves could
be eventually transformed to additional secondary particles , although an impact
of hadronization to this process is not very clear . In favourite case, the original
conical structure would be preserved in the form of ring - like structures in the
angular spectra of produced particles . Of course , the ring-like structures are
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expected to be formed in a plane perpendicular to the direction of triggering
particle which can be either a parton or a hadron if it is looked upon as a bunch
of partons.
Assuming that the direction of initial particle coincides with the direction of
impinging beam, the plane perpendicular to the direction of particle will coincide
with azimuthal plane.
Thus, the distributions of both the azimuthal and polar angles of secondary
particles must be investigated simultaneously to observe the ring-like structures.
If only relativistic particles are selected for analysis, it is advantageous to work
with pseudorapidities 77 rather than with polar angles.
An occurrence of ring-like structure could be manifested by peaks or bumps
in q distribution of secondary particles. In order to distinguish this type of
multiparticle correlation from the so-called jet-like structures, the additional requirement of approximately uniform azimuthal distribution is imposed, though
this uniformity may not be observed at all scales.

1. EXPERIMENT
The experimental data used in the presented analysis were acquired within
the experiment EMU12 [13] (Collaboration EMUO1). The stacks of NIKFI BR-2
nuclear photoemulsions were horizontally irradiated at CERN SPS accelerator by
the beam of 208Pb nuclei at 158A GeV/c momenta. The photoemulsion method
allows one to reconstruct tracks of all charged particles as well as to determine
their azimuthal angles 0 and polar angles 0 which are measured with respect to
the beam direction. The velocities of charged particles are used to assort them to
the three main groups:
• single-charge relativistic particles (usually denoted as s-particles) with '3 >
0.7 which include mostly pions with a small admixture of single-charge
projectile fragments;
• multicharge projectile fragments with /3 Pz^ 0.99;
• target fragments with 3 < 0.7;
The experimental data set consists of 510 inelastic min-bias events. For
the purpose of this analysis only the s-particles are taken into account since
they consist mainly of particles created in the collisions and thus there is a
chance they could include the particles resulting from the searched effects as
well. Simultaneously, the multiplicities N. of .s-particles can be adopted as a
criterion for the centrality of the collisions due to the dependence of multiplicities
of s-particles on collision impact parameter which was verified, for instance, by
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Fig. 1. Distributions of multiplicities (a) and pseudorapidities (b) of s-particles produced
in Pb+Em interactions

the FRITIOF model [14,15] simulations . The other important conclusion coming
out of the simulations is that the target nuclei Ag(Br ) are uniquely selected when
NS > 350, while under this limit value the studied sample may include also the
collisions with the lighter nuclei such as C, N, 0, H.
As can be easily seen in Fig. 1, a, the highest multiplicities of s-particles are
above 1000.
Figure 1, b presents the pseudorapidity spectrum of all s-particles produced
in the inelastic min-bias Pb+Em collisions.

2. METHOD
Our basic task is to analyze the pseudorapidity spectrum presented in Fig. 1,
b, in order to find some conspicuous spikes or similar <<irregularities>> that could
indicate the preferred emission polar angles in multiparticle production. An
overabundance of secondary particles at some distinguished pseudorapidities is
a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for the presence of ring-like structures. Due to rather vague or absent theoretical predictions we are barely able
to estimate how many particles the ring-like structures might involve as well as
their positions in the pseudorapidity spectrum. Therefore, it is inevitable to resort
to data processing method capable to survey the i distribution at various scales
in order to localize multiparticle correlations that may involve different numbers
of particles.
The wavelet method fulfills the outlined requirements, providing practical
mathematical apparatus to perform multiscale analysis. In addition, unlike Fourier
analysis with only the two basis functions, the wavelet analysis offers theoretically
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infinite set of possible basis functions. However, it is recommended to choose the
wavelet basis whose properties reflect the basic features of expected signals such
as shape, continuity , regularity , etc. In return , the information extracted from
data is more transparent and interpretable.
The general form of the continuous wavelet transform of function f (r1) is
[16, 17]:

Wp (a, b) f = CIP f f ( rl)'T .,b(r))dr),

(2)

-00
where pseudorapidity r) is analyzed quantity and Cq is normalizing constant. The
set of functions
'a,b(r1 )

= a

1/2^

I

a

a

b)

(3)

is shifted and/or dilated wavelets generated from the mother wavelet function
W(r1). They differ by translation parameter b and dilation parameter or scale a.
The coefficients Wq, (a, b) constitute the weights of wavelets Wa,b in spectrum
f (r1), therefore the largest values of M v (a, b) correspond to the prevailing scales
a and pseudorapidities b. The whole process can be regarded as a mapping of
spectrum f (77) in scale-pseudorapidity space.
On the other hand , when applying Fourier expansion to a sample of pseudorapidities 771, 7)2, • • • , 71N of s- particles in order to estimate a probability density
f(71), we converge to a sum of 5 functions [18]:
do 1 N

f(71) = d = ,E b(r1-r)z),
rl

(4)

i=1

which is a rather poor estimate of pseudorapidity density and provides no information on spectrum frequencies (scales). This significant drawback is overcome
by applying the wavelet transform (2) to the function (4). The result is [19]:
a_1/2W (rla a bl

(5)

i=1

Wavelet pseudorapidity spectrum at some scale is thus the sum of wavelets representing individual particles. Wavelet coefficients Wq (a, b) reflect the probability
to observe particle at some pseudorapidity b and scale a, which is again a slightly
different reasoning why the wavelet coefficients are helpful to estimate prevailing
scales and preferred pseudorapidities. The b-part of Wp, (a, b) spectrum seen at
various scales a cannot be interpreted directly as r1 probability density, though it is
closely related to it. The reason is that all wavelet functions are normalized to 0,
while a genuine probability density should be, as well known, normalized to 1.
4

Fig. 2. The second derivative of Gaussian function, also known as Mexican hat

As for the choice of mother wavelet, after a few initial studies we decided to
use the second derivative of Gaussian function (shown in Fig. 2) defined as
92 = (1 - x2)e_y /2,

mainly because the Gaussian-like signals are assumed. The additional reason is
that 92 wavelet reaches a reasonable resolution in the scale and the pseudorapidity
domains simultaneously.

3. WAVELET PSEUDORAPIDITY DISTRIBUTIONS
Event-by-event analysis is undoubtedly the most efficient way to study multiparticle correlations. Its great virtue is to observe unique features of individual
events. Yet, as the very first test of the wavelet method, it may prove worthwhile
to start with all the studied Pb events, although this approach is able to reveal
only pronounced collective flows occurring systematically in many events.
Wavelet 92 pseudorapidity spectra for all the s-particles at the three different
scales a are presented in Fig. 3. They are the wavelet images of the distribution
shown in Fig. 1, b.
As expected, the wavelet it spectrum at the large scales reveals only coarse
features of the pseudorapidity distribution, whereas at the small scales an intricate
fine structure is extracted.
The maximums in the spectra in Fig. 3 are associated with the preferred
pseudorapidities of groups of secondary particles. There is a correlation between a
scale and the size of particle groups seen at a corresponding scale, i. e., numerous
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Fig. 3. Wavelet 92 pseudorapidity spectra of all the studied Pb events seen at the three
different scales a

particle groups occur more likely at large scales. The numbers of particles
involved in separate groups can be estimated from the size of areas lying under
the local maximums.
The particles can be roughly assorted to the three main groups: 1. the target
fragmentation region at low pseudorapidities; 2. the projectile fragmentation
region at high pseudorapidities ; 3. the central region at medium pseudorapidities.
Basically , the similar structure of the wavelet pseudorapidity spectra was
observed for the Au events at 11.6A GeV/c [ 201, where the analogous approach
was first adopted . The differences are mainly in the size of central region which
is more pronounced in the Pb data and in the behaviour at the smallest scales,
where the Pb spectrum is obviously more structured and fluctuating , whereas the
Au spectrum is relatively smooth . It implies that the Pb collisions are more
tumultuous and unstable due to much larger collision energy.
There is no problem to create spectra like those in Fig. 3 for many scales a
in the studied interval , i. e., to increase the density of scanning points along the
scale axis . This will definitely produce more information about the behaviour
of wavelet pseudorapidity spectrum in scale domain . In addition, such plots
can be combined to create three-dimensional plot illustrating the dependence
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of Wp (a, b) coefficients on pseudorapidity b and scale a simultaneously. The
example for the random Pb event with multiplicity 100 is presented in Fig.4.
The local maximums in the wavelet spectrum are interpreted as the preferred
pseudorapidities of particle groups seen at the typical scales. When travelling
along the scale axis, the evolution of clusterization of particles can be investigated.

Fig. 4. Wavelet pseudorapidity spectrum of the random Pb event with multiplicity 100.
The lower picture is the rectangle area from the upper picture zoomed only to show better
some interesting details

This leads to the explanation why the finest as well as the coarsest scales in
the discussed plot are cut off. At too small scales only individual particles are
recognized. On the contrary, at very large scales all particles lose identity in one
huge bunch. Therefore, it does not make any sense to study clusterization effects
in these two regions.
Figure 4 also suggests the interval of the most dominant scales since the maximums corresponding to groups of particles are found mainly in the scale range
from 0.05 to 0.5. This is more explicit in the corresponding scalogram shown
in Fig. 5. Scalogram (or scalegram) is defined as: Eww (a) = f W q, (a, b)2db. Its
local maximums indicate prevailing scales.
7
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Fig. 5. Scalogram for the previous event . Its local maximums indicate dominant scales
The Pb scalogram in Fig . 5 suggests the presence of only the two relevant

scales since the maximum at the smallest scales (< 0.05) is regarded trivial as it
is ascribed to statistical fluctuations arising from very small groups of particles.
The survey of another events confirms the <<reasonable >' scale range
0.05 < a G 0.5 where to focus our attention in the next analysis.

4. EXTREMUM POINTS IN THE WAVELET SPECTRA
The previous section demonstrates the ability of the wavelet method to find
the characteristic scales and pseudorapidities either in individual events or in large
data sample consisting of all the available events. The both approaches extract
slightly different piece of information on multiparticle correlations which, when
suitably combined, provide more complex and precise physical picture. The combination of the both concepts can be done by creating the spectra of relevant
scales and pseudorapidities picked up from separate events. This procedure could
answer the question whether event-by-event characteristic scales and pseudorapidities change randomly when going from one event to another, or they tend to
appear repeatedly and systematically in many events.
Furthermore, this can be reasoned from the point of view of the pursued
analysis. The ring-like structures are expected to occur at very close scales
and probably only at a few distinguished (preferred) pseudorapidities in all the
involved events which would be manifested by local maximums in the event-byevent wavelet pseudorapidity spectra W v (a, b) of large sample of events.
Figure 6 presents the distribution of maximum points localized in the scalograms of all the Pb events. Some relevant scales are signaled at 0.05 < a < 0.1
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Fig. 6. Distribution of maximum points found in the scalograms of Pb events. It is
presented for the two different binnings

a 0.2, but because of the low statistics it is uneasy to decide if the signal
candidates have any statistical significance. Therefore, the distributions in Fig.6
are declared inconclusive.
One can notice the two other maximums emerging at a ti 0.5 and a ti 0.6.
They are probably related to the large collective flows shown in Fig. 3 at the
scales a ti 0.5. However, there is no need to care about them as the searched
effects are supposed to take place at considerably smaller scales.
The useful result ensuing from the analysis of scalograms is verification of the
already recommended scale range where to perform the analysis. The spectra in
Fig. 6 confirm that the majority of events contribute to the scale interval between
0.05 and 0.5 or 0.6.
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Fig. 7. Number of maximums found in the scalograms of Pb events
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Figure 7 shows the distribution of the numbers of local maximums found in
the scalograms. This could help to estimate how many dominant scales typically
occur in the studied events. At the very first sight, the spectra point at the presence
of two or three relevant scales in the most events. Yet, it is quite justified to
subtract one scalogram maximum corresponding to statistical fluctuations at the
smallest scales as it is regarded trivial. The experience confirms that its occurrence
is rather frequent. This leaves on the average only one or two significant scales
per event which could be interpreted as an existence of the two classes of events.
The maximums at 2 and 3 in Fig. 7 are superimposed on the background,
which is the flat part of the distribution, stretching from 0 to 5. The background
corresponds mainly to the unstable usually low multiplicity events, which are
not very suitable for this type of analysis, aimed especially at the study of large
multiparticle flows.
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Fig. 8. Number of maximums found in the wavelet spectra Wp(a, b) of Pb+Em events in
the range of all the surveyed scales and its dependence on the multiplicities

Closing the analysis of scalograms, we can proceed to the three-dimensional
wavelet spectra. As already suggested, each maximum in the wavelet spectrum
can be associated with particle group(s) moving at some pseudorapidity b. Therefore, to study the maximums basically means to study the particle groups. First,
it could be useful to determine their number per event max and then to find
out how it depends on the multiplicity. It is a natural expectation to find in the
events more small particle groups than the large ones, therefore the dependence
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of dN/ jmax on jmax should be approximately descending. On the other hand, the
number of particle groups is assumed to rise somehow with the multiplicities. Of
course, the way of clusterization of particles in different events can significantly
influence the whole picture.
Figure 8 displays the distribution of the number max of local maximums
W,p (amax , bmax) found in the wavelet pseudorapidity spectra of individual
Pb + Em events . The second picture shows this quantity plotted against multiplicities of s-particles.
The upper distribution consists of the two broad peaks superimposed on the
smooth slowly decreasing part . The same three concentrations of events are
clearly visible in the lower plot , which , in addition , proves that they are related
to the multiplicities. This leads to the following classification of events:
• The low multiplicity events which are characterized by the proportionality
between max and the multiplicity . These events comprise mainly small
particle clusters arising from statistical fluctuations.
• The stabilized and saturated high multiplicity events dominated by large
collective particle flows. The term <<saturated >> is used because jmax in
these events does not depend on the multiplicities anymore and loosely
converges to a single value. The last statement is only mere deduction that
cannot be proved since the events with the multiplicities higher than 1300
are not represented in the available experimental ensemble.
• The small concentration of <<peculiar > events lying roughly at mult. 200
and max zz^ 20 . This anomaly was not present in the Au data [201.
The summary from Fig. 8 is an existence of the three classes of events in
the data. The boundary between the first two discussed event classes is roughly
estimated at the multiplicities about 200. As this boundary points at the change of
event structure that separates the two most numerous groups of events, it is later
introduced as the selection criterion in the analysis of pseudorapidity-azimuthal
spectra.
The wavelet analysis of pseudorapidity spectra is closed by a search for
the preferred pseudorapidities of particle groups. As already mentioned, the
presence of such pseudorapidities would be signaled by peaks or at least bumps
in the pseudorapidity distributions . These signatures could be amplified in the
distributions of bmax, which is a pseudorapidity coordinate of wavelet maximums
Wi,(amax, bmax). The bmax spectra * plotted for the four different scale intervals

*The normalization of the bmax distributions is a sort of arbitrary in some scale bands. This
toll is paid to draw the spectra nicely in one picture without mutual overlaps. To put it another way,
primarily the shapes of the distributions are important.
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are presented in Fig. 9. The scale intervals are introduced to investigate how an
occurrence of maximums Wi,(amax, bmax ) depends on scale.
Pb + Em, 158A GeV/c, exp. data Pb + Em, 158A GeV/c, mixed data
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Fig. 9. The bmax spectra of the experimental, mixed and FRITIOF model Pb+Em
events seen in the four scale bands: 1) 0.05 < amax < 0.1; 2) 0.1 < amax
0.2; 3) 0.2 < amax < 0.3; 4) 0.3 < amax < 0.45

Moreover, the analogous bmax distributions are displayed for the FRITIOF
model and the mixed data* to make some helpful comparisons.
The bmax spectra in Fig. 9 are found irregular in all the examined scale bands.
Local maximums which can be named irregularities are quite abundant, though not
all of them are statistically relevant, which can be deduced from the outlined error
corridors. Therefore, not all irregularities can be associated with multiparticle
collective flows. However, some irregularities are persistent enough to reappear
in the mixed data which is an argument for their non-incidental occurrence in

*The mixed events are created to have some estimation of background. Therefore, only the
tracks from experimental events with similar multiplicities are mixed to produce new events in order
to maintain the structure of events.
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the experimental data. More persuasive conclusions cannot be drawn since the
statistical errors in the experimental plots are relatively large without a possibility
to ever reduce them.
As for the FRITIOF model, it provides quite satisfactory description of the
coarse features of the bmax spectra except for some details at all the studied scales.
The differences concern both the global shapes of the distributions and the shapes
of the irregularities. Also, it seems some irregularities in the experimental data
have no counterparts in the FRITIOF data, but this can be partly clarified by
about two times larger statistics of the model events that results in smoother
model distributions. The discrepancy at the end of the spectrum, though looking
rather conspicuous at first sight, influences only the uninteresting tail of the
distribution with not many particles involved (see Fig. 1, b) and does not prevent
us from making sensible conclusions from the rest of the spectrum.
The essential issue if the irregularities revealed in the wavelet pseudorapidity
spectra have something to do with the ring-like structures has not been solved
yet. In order to answer this question it is inevitable to move forward to analysis
of azimuthal distributions.

5. AZIMUTHAL DISTRIBUTIONS
The signatures for the preferred pseudorapidities of secondary particles emitted in the Pb+Em interactions found in the wavelet spectra do not constitute
convincing evidence for the existence of ring-like structures. The competitive hypothesis elucidating an excess of particles at some distinguished pseudorapidities
is an occurrence of <jet-like>> structures. In our concept jet-like structure does
not necessarily mean jet, but it is a more general term denoting group of particles
correlated in both pseudorapidity and azimuth. There is no other way a to get rid
of this ambiguity in the pseudorapidity distributions of secondary particles but to
investigate concurrently their azimuthal distributions, especially their uniformity.
Approach to the azimuthal spectra is based on the previous analysis with
one new substantial element brought in. Now the analogous event-by-event
analysis is carried out separately in a few equal azimuthal sectors (see Fig. 10
for illustration). Wavelet pseudorapidity maximums Wi,(amax, bmax) found at
close scales and pseudorapidities but in different azimuthal sectors are combined
to produce ring-like structure candidates. It is reasonable to assume that the ringlike structures should spread through a large number of azimuthal sectors, while
jet-like structures will appear in only few, probably isolated, azimuthal sectors.
Each ring-like structure candidate is thus characterized by a single variable nmax
denoting a number of involved azimuthal sectors. Primarily, nmax is function of
pseudorapidity and scale, but, in general, it may also depend on event multiplicity,
centrality, etc.

I

(1
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Fig. 10. An example of the target diagram for the random large multiplicity Pb+Em event
(mult. > 1000) indicating the distribution of maximums Ww,(amax, bmax) in azimuthal
plane at scales 0 .15 < a < 0.3. The black slabs indicate 77 bins where maximums
Ww(amax , bmax) are located

To conclude, a large value of nmax observed at some pseudorapidity could
suggest the presence of ring-like structure, while a small nmax value is much
likely just a result of randomly combined jet-like fluctuations either of statistical
or non-statistical nature.
The ring-like structures seeking algorithm based on the outlined ideas is
described elaborately in [20]. It is verified on the MC simulated data as well
as the background and the mixed data samples in order to test and evaluate the
method efficiency.
The choice of the total number of azimuthal sectors is based on the following. considerations: a large total number of azimuthal sectors would mean a
good azimuthal resolution but, on the other hand, a rather poor pseudorapidity
resolution because the localization of wavelet maximums would be based on too
small numbers of particles falling in each sector. On the contrary, to divide
the total available range of azimuthal angles into very sizeable azimuthal sectors
would entail precise determination of ring structures in pseudorapidity, but a ring
structure detected in a low number of azimuthal sectors, though stretching over
relatively large part of azimuth, would not be deemed very persuasive due to
a weak azimuthal resolution. Of course, all the above variables depend on the
multiplicities of events which are to be processed. It is not difficult to deduce the
errors in azimuthal angle and pseudorapidity will be simultaneously diminished
for the high multiplicity events. The reasonable boundary between the high and
the low multiplicity events, which can be otherwise rather arbitrary, is offered in
Fig. 8, where a sudden change in the behaviour of multiplicity vs jmax distribution
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is observed at the multiplicity about 200. Furthermore, the suggested value does
not restrict the statistics of events left for analysis too much.
Finally, taking into account the previous reasoning, the total number of azimuthal sectors equaling 12 (or, 6) is chosen as an acceptable compromise achieving a satisfactory resolution of ring structures in both azimuth and pseudorapidity
for the events with the multiplicities above 200. The alternative value of six
azimuthal sectors is used as a double-check.
Normally, the spectra 7,1 vs nmax in the different scale bands are examined to
study the dependence of nmax on pseudorapidity and scale as well. That could
uncover if the ring structures candidates incline to appear casually or systematically at some characteristic pseudorapidities. In the experimental data (which
is studied and discussed in the next section) these characteristic pseudorapidities
should coincide with the previously found pseudorapidity irregularities presented
in Fig. 9.
The Monte Carlo study is carried out only for the Au events for which
the experimental conditions, and data ensembles were similar, and therefore the
conclusions can be easily adjusted for the Pb data as well.

6. RESULTS
The Monte Carlo tests partly presented in [20] are found satisfactorily convincing of the capability of the method to detect the ring-like structures in the
assumed scale range. After this verification we can eventually proceed to the
last step which means an application of the ring structures finding method to the
experimental data.
It is quite sufficient to present the 77 vs nmax plots only for 12 azimuthal
sectors since they are found fully compatible with the analogous plots when six
azimuthal sectors are utilized. The another check consists in the comparison of
the experimental 77 vs nmax spectra with the corresponding distributions obtained
from the FRITIOF model or the mixed data. If some promising candidates of
ring-like structures are about to appear in the experimental plots, they should
not have any counterparts in the model or the mixed data, where they are either
not incorporated in the physical model or considerably suppressed by a mixing
procedure (if they indeed occurred in the experimental data).
The 77 vs nmax plots at the four different scale bands are displayed
in Figs. 11-14. Each point in the 77 vs nmax plots corresponds to a ring structure
candidate spreading in nmax azimuthal sectors.
We basically attempt to find some clusters of points jutting out of the compact
background to the region of large nmax where we believe to find ring-like structures. This should happen at only a few distinguished pseudorapidities i7. In ideal
case, the candidates for ring-like structures could get separated from background
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Fig. 11. Distribution of 71 vs nmax in the scale band 0.05 < amax < 0.15 (a 0.1) for
the Pb+Em experimental ( a), mixed (b) and FRITIOF model (c) events with multiplicities
above 200

providing thus more convincing evidence of their existence. The background
is interpreted as false ring structure candidates produced by random combinations of jet-like structures with close pseudorapidities. Due to the expectations it
dominates the region of small nmax.
The principal conclusion from the shown figures is the experimental rJ vs
nmax spectra that do not provide any proof for the searched effect since no
suspicious behaviour that could be clarified by the presence of ring-like structures
is intercepted. This statement is applicable for all the investigated scales. A few
rare points deviating sporadically from the background in the experimental spectra
do not constitute reliable evidence since the similar anomalies can be spotted in
the model and the mixed data spectra as well. Furthermore, their occurrence
on pseudorapidity axis seems erratic, without any trend to appear only at a few
preferred pseudorapidities.
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Fig. 12. Distribution of r/ vs Amax in the scale band 0.15 < amax 5 0. 3 (a ~ 0.2) for
the Pb + Em experimental (a), mixed (b) and FRITIOF model (c) events with multiplicities
above 200

A similar negative result was previously concluded for the Au+Em data
published in [20].

SUMMARY
• Pseudorapidity spectra of the relativistic secondary particles emitted in
Pb+Em nuclear collisions at the SPS energies are analyzed by means of
continuous wavelet transform.
• The local maximums referred to as irregularities are uncovered in the
wavelet pseudorapidity distributions mainly in the scale range a < 0.5.
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Fig. 13. Distribution of rl vs nmax in the scale band 0.2 < amax < 0.35 (a 0.3) for
the Pb + Em experimental (a), mixed (b) and FRITIOF model (c) events with multiplicities
above 200

These irregularities indicate the preferred pseudorapidities of groups of
emitted particles.
• The performed investigation of the azimuthal distributions of the abovementioned pseudorapidity irregularities suggests they are not associated
with the ring-like structures if these are defined as an excess of azimuthally
uniformly distributed particles occurring at some characteristic pseudorapidities.
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(DeuopHluUH A., BOKaJI C.

El-2007-66

BeNBneT-aHaJIH3 yIJIOBbIX CnCKTpOB peJIATHBHCTCKHX gacTHLt
B coyaapeHHAX AAep 208Pb c AApaMH 3MyfbCHH npH 158A 173B/c
McTOAOM Henpepb1BHoro Be13BJIeT - aHaJIH3a uccsIeLtOBaHb1 paenpelteneHHA no nceB LlO6blCTpOTe BTOpH4HbIX peJIATHBHCTCKHX iaCTHLt, p0)KAeHHbIX B Pb+Em coyltapeHHAX npH HMnynbce 158A 173B/c. BeNBJIeTHble nceB)j06blCTpOTHble CHCKTpbl H3ygeHbl

HOCTeneHHO npH

pa3HbIX mKanax C LleJ1b1O nOHCKa CHrHaJ10B KOJIbueBbIX KOppeJ151uHH , KOTOpble MOryT CJIy)KHTb yKa3aHHeM Ha o6pa3OBaHHe gepeHKOBCKHX FJ11OOHOB HJIH yttapHbIX BOJIH Maxa B B036y)IWeHHOH ALtepHOil MaTepHH. IIpeACTaBJ1eHHb1H nOAXOA OCHOBaH Ha npeAHOJ1o )KeHHH , YT() 3TH
a4xj eKTbI MOryT HpHBCCTH K HOBblweHHOMy BbIX0tt gacTHtt npH OnpeAeJleHHbIX nceBAo6bICTpOTaX. KpoMe TOrO, npe tnonlaraeTCA paBHOMepHOC a3HMyraJlbHoe yri10Boe pacnpetteneHHe
gaCTHLt B KOJIbIIeBbIX CTpyKTypax. B pe3yJIbTaTe aHaJIH3a , BbinojiueHHoro npH pa3HbIX uIKaJ1ax,
6bLTIH o6Hapy)KeHbt HeperyJlApHOCTH B BeHBJIeTHbIX nceBA06b1CTpOTHbIX CneKTpax , KOTOpb1e
HaMH HHTepnpeTHpyIOTCA KaK nceBAO6b1CTpOTb1 npHOpHTeTHOro HCnyCKaHHA rpynn gacTHu.
l4ccneAOBaHHe paBHOMepHOCTH a3HMyraJIbHOH CTpyKTypbl 3THX HeperyJlApHocTel nOKa3anO,
'TO OHH He ABJIAIOTCA KOJIbLteBbIMH KOppeJIAuHAMH.

Pa60Ta BbInOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTopuH BbICOKHX 3HeprHu HM. B. H . BeKCJlepa H A. M. EanAHHa
014A1.

IlpenpHHT O6be)HHeHHoro HHCTHTyTa %AePHbIX HccneJOBaHHH . Jly6Ha, 2007

Fedorisin J., Vokal S.
Wavelet Analysis of Angular Spectra of Relativistic Particles
in 208Pb Induced Collisions with Emulsion Nuclei at 158A GeV/c

E1-2007-66

The continuous wavelet transform is applied to the pseudorapidity spectra of relativistic secondary particles created in Pb+Em nuclear collisions at 158A GeV/c. The wavelet
pseudorapidity spectra are subsequently surveyed at different scales to look for signs of ringlike correlations whose presence could be explained either via the production of Cherenkov
gluons or the propagation of Mach shock waves in excited nuclear medium. The presented
approach is established on the basic prerequisite that the both effects would lead to excess of
particles at certain typical pseudorapidities. Furthermore, the particles contributing to the ringlike structures are expected to have uniform azimuthal distributions. The multiscale analysis
t

of the wavelet pseudorapidity spectra reveals the irregularities which are interpreted as the
favoured pseudorapidities of groups of produced particles. A uniformity of the azimuthal
structure of the disclosed pseudorapidity irregularities is examined, eventually leading to the
conclusion that the irregularities are not related to correlations of a ring-like nature.
The investigation has been performed at the Veksler and Baldin Laboratory of High
Energies, JINR.
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